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Abstract 
The largest class of multivalued systems satisfying the ring-like axioms is the Hv-ring. In this 
paper we study a wide class of Hv-rings resulting from an arbitrary ring by using the 
P-hyperoperations. Wereduce the number of those structures by using isomorphisms derived 
by translations with respect to the multiplication. 
1. Introduction 
Hv-structures introduced by Vougiouklis 1-10, 11] constitute a generalization f the 
well-known algebraic hyperstructures (hypergroups, hyperrings and so on). Actually, 
some axioms concerning the above hyperstructures are replaced by their correspond- 
ing weak axioms. 
The motivating example for the Hv-groups was the quotient of a group by any 
equivalence r lation. Therefore, the class of Hv-groups is larger than the known one 
originated by the hypergroups in the sense of Marty I-3]. 
Hv-ring is a multivalued system (R, + , . )  satisfying the ring-like axioms in the 
following way: 
I. (R, + ) is an Hv-group, i.e., for all x ,y ,z~R,  
x + (y + z )n(x  + y) + z % O (weak associative axiom) and for all x~R,  
x + R = R = R + x (reproduction axiom). 
II. (R, . )  is an Hv-semigroup, i.e., for all x, y, z ~ R, 
x(yz)c~(xy)z ~ O. 
III. (.) is weak distributive with respect o (+),  i.e., for all x,y,z ~ R, 
x (y+z)~xy+xz%0 and (x+y)z~xz+yz~O.  
An Hv-ring is called additive if and only if (+)  is a hyperoperation and is called 
multiplicative if (+)  is single-valued. 
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Notice that if the weak associative axioms are replaced by the strong ones and the 
weak distributivity by the inclusion one, the hyperring structure is deduced in the 
above definition. 
A wide class of Hv-rings was introduced in [7]. Consider a ring (R, +,.) and 
P1, P2 ~ R, P1 # 0 # P2. The hyperoperations, 
xP~y = x + y + P1, xP~y = xyP2 
for all x, y e R, are called P-hyperoperations [8]. 
Remark that P* is of constant length [1]. However, P* is not of constant length 
when card P2 > 1. Moreover, since (R, +) is an Abelian group, the P-hyperoperations 
P1 + x + y, x + P1 + Y and x + y + P~ are the same. Using the multiplication three 
different hyperoperations xP2y, xyP2 and PEXy can be defined. The results for xyP2 
and P2xy are analogous. For results, when the hyperoperation xP*y = xP2y, is used 
see [5, 6]. 
We denote the center of the semigroup (R,') by Z(R). 
Theorem 1.1 (Spartalis and Vougiouklis [7]). Let (R, +,.) be a ring and P1, P2 c R. 
I f  0 ~ PI and P2 f~Z(R) v 6 O, then (R, P*, P*) is an Hv-ring, called Hv-ring with P- 
hyperoperations. 
In this paper we introduce the concept of the homomorphism of Hv-rings; more- 
over, the isomorphisms ofHv-rings with P-hyperoperations which are mainly derived 
by translations with respect to multiplication are studied. We compute the number of 
these structures and reduce it with respect o the above isomorphisms. Results on 
Hv-rings with P-hyperoperations of the rings (Z~, +,.) are also presented. 
2. Some homomorphisms 
Given the homomorphism existing on rings, one can obtain a homomorphism on 
the corresponding Hv-rings with P-hyperoperations. Before proceeding further, one 
should introduce the following general definition of the homomorphism (see also [2]) 
between two Hv-rings. 
Definition 2.1. Let (R, +,- ) and (A, +,- ) be two Hv-rings. The map f:  R ~ A is 
called hornomorphism, if, for all x, y e R the following relations hold: 
f (x  + y)c~f(x) +f(y) v~ O, f(xy)of(x)f(y)  ~ O. 
Homomorphism f will be called inclusion, if, for all x, y e R the following relations 
hold: 
f (x  + y) c f(x) + f(y), f(xy)c~f(x)f(y). 
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If equality holds in the above relations the homomorphism is called strong. If there 
exists a strong one-to-one homomorphism from R onto A, the Hv-rings are iso- 
morphic and they are denoted by R ~ A. A homomorphism in which equality (resp. 
inclusion) holds only for the addition will be called additively strong (resp. additively 
inclusion). The multiplicatively strong (resp. multiplicatively inclusion) homomorphism 
is defined by an analogous way. 
Proposition 2.1. Let R, A be rings, f e Hom(R,A) and (R, P*, P*) be Hv-ring with 
P-hyperoperations. Then the following hold: 
(i) If  (A, L~, L~) is an Hv-ring such that f(P2) n L2 # 0, then f: (R, P*, P*) 
< A,L*, L~) is a homomorphism. 
(ii) If  f(PE)nZ(A) # O, then f:  (R,P*,P*) ~ (A, f(P1)*, f(P2)*) is a strong 
homomorphism. 
Special case: 
f: ( R,P*,P*> ~ <Ira f, f (P,)*, f(P2)*>. 
Proof. (i) For all x, y ~ R we have 
f(xP*y) =f(x)  +f(y)  +f(P1), f(x)L*f(y) =f(x) +f(y) + LI. 
From the hypothesis one has that 0 e P1 and, therefore, 
0A =f(0) ~f(P1)nL1 and f(xP*y)nf(x)L~f(y) # O. 
Moreover, the relation f (xP*y)nf(x)L*f (y)#0,  obviously, holds. Hence, f is 
a homomorphism. 
(ii) The structure <A,f(P1)*,f(P2)*) is an Hv-ring, because 0AEf(P1) and 
f(P2) n Z(A) :/: O. Homomorphismf is strong since, for all x, y E R, we have 
f(xP*y) =f(x) + f(y) + f(P1) =f(x)f(PO*f(y), 
f(xP~y) = f(x)f(y)f(P2) = f(x) f(P2)* f(y). 
In the special case o f f  being a homomorphism from (R,P*,P*) to <Imf, f(P1)*, 
f(P2)*), from the relation PEC~Z(R) # 0, we can easily deduce that 
f (P2)nZ(Imf)  # O. Hence, (ii) is valid. [] 
Notice that if P2nKer f# 0, then the case (ii) is valid. Moreover, if f is an 
isomorphism between the rings R and A, then it is also an isomorphism between the 
Hv-rings (R,P*,P~5 to (A, f(P1)*, f(P2)*5. 
Proposition 2.2. Let (R,P*, P*5 be an Hv-ring with P-hyperoperations. If ~ ~ Z(R), 
then the translation by ~ of the semigroup (R,. ) 
f~:x--,~x 
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is a multiplicatively strong homomorphism from ( R, L~ , (ctP2)*) to ( R, P*, P*), where 
O~L1 c R. 
Proof. We can primarily observe that the structure (R,L*,(~P2)*) is an Hv-ring 
because 0 ~ L1 and ~P2c~Z(R) v ~ O. 
Moreover, for all x, y, z ~ R, we have 
f~(xL*y) = c~(x + y + L1) = c~x + cry + ceLl, f ,(x)P*f,(y) = ~X + ~y -t- P1 
and, because 0 ~ aLl n P1, it follows that 
f , (xL * y) n f , (x)Pt  f,(y) ~ O. 
Besides, 
f~(x(ctP2)*y) = c~(xyaP2) = (ax)(ay)P2 = f,(x)P*f,(y). 
Hence, f~ is a multiplicatively strong homomorphism. [] 
Notice that if the supplementary relation ,L1 c P~ is valid for the subset La of R, 
then the above homomorphism f, is an additively inclusion. 
Proposition 2.3. Let ( R, P*, P*) be an Hv-ring with P-hyperoperations and ~t e Z(R). 
I f  the element ~ is simplificable and reproductive in (R, .) then, for each subset L1 of 
R such that aLl = P1, we have 
(g, L*,(aP2)*) ~ (R, P t ,P~) .  
Proof. Let us consider the translation by • of the semigroup (R, ") as 
f~" (R, Lt, (eP2)*) ~ (R, P'~, P*) :x ~ c~x, 
which is a multiplicatively strong homomorphism of Hv-rings according to 
Proposition 2.2 (see also [9]). Moreover, homomorphism f~ is additively strong 
because, for all x, y ~ R, 
f ,(xL* y) = ax + ay + aL 1 = ~X + ay + P1 = f~(x)P'~f~(y). 
Finally, by virtue of the hypothesis, the map f~ is one to one and onto and, hence, f, is 
an isomorphism of Hv-ring. [] 
Remark. We suppose the validity of the prerequisites ofProposition 2.3 and that the 
relation a2p1 = P~ is true. Therefore, every translation by a e Z(R) of the sets Px, P2 
gives an isomorphic Hv-rings, i.e., 
(R,(aPO*,(aP2)*) ~ (R,P~,P*) .  
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Hence, in case that the Hv-ring (R, * * P1 ,P2)  is derived from a ring with unit 1, the 
following isomorphism is produced: 
(R,  ( -- P1)*, ( - P2)* )  ~ (R,  PI*, P* ) .  
This is true because the element - 1 satisfies the prerequisites of Proposition 2.3 and 
( -1)2p1 = Px. 
3. The number of  Hv-r ings 
In this section we calculate the number of the Hv-rings with P-hyperoperations 
which can be constructed starting from a ring (R, +," ). This number is substantially 
reduced up to the isomorphism of Proposition 2.3. 
Proposit ion 3.1. Let (R, +, .  ) be a ring with card R = n, n > 1 and card Z(R) = m. The 
number of  Hv-rings (R ,P* ,P* )  is at most 2n-1(2 n-- 2 n-m) 
Proofi  The number of the subsets P1 of R, which satisfy the condition 0 E P1, is 2 n- 1. 
The number of the subsets P2 of R, which satisfy the condition P2 n Z(R)  ~ O, is 
2 n -1+2 n -2+ ... +2n-m___2 n_2  n-re. 
Hence, the number of Hv-rings is at most 2 n- 1(2 n - 2n-m). [] 
Remarks. (i) If (.) is commutative the above number is 2 2n- 1 _ 2 n- 1. 
(ii) It is easy to see that the number of Hv-rings, which are not rings, is at most 
2 n- 1(2 n- 2 n- m) _ m. 
Proposit ion 3.2. I f  (R, +, . )  is a commutative ring with nonzero divisors and 
card R = n, n > 1, the number of  hyperrings (R,  P*, P* )  which are not rings is at most 
5"2 n-1 _ n -4 .  
Proof. First of all it is easy to check that the structure (R ,P* )  is a hypergroup. 
Moreover, because of the commutativity of multiplication, the relation 
xP*(yP~z)  = xyzP2P 2 = (xP~y)P* z, 
for all x, y, z ~ R, is valid 
The necessary and sufficient condition for the validity of the inclusion distributivity 
is RPEP1 c Px [-5]. We suppose that there exist P1, P2 c R, PI ~ R, satisfying the 
previous condition. Then, for any Pl ~P I ,  P2 E P2,  Pl : / :0 :~ P2, the relation 
Rp2pl ~ P1 is valid and, so, there exist a, b ~ R, a --/: b such that ap2pl = bpEpl. 
Therefore, (a -  b)pEp 1 =0,  i.e., Pl or P2 is a zero divisor, which is contradiction. 
Hence, the only cases, in which the condition of distributivity is satisfied, are P1 = R, 
P1 = {0} and P2 ---- {0}. 
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Therefore, the number of hyperrings (R, P*, P~') is at most (2" - 1 + 2" - 1 + 2"- 1) 
-2  = 5.2 "-1 -4 ,  because the hyperrings (R, {0}*, {0}*) and (R,R*,{0}*) are 
calculated twice. Finally, the number of hyperrings which are not rings is at most 
5"2 "-1 - n -4 .  [] 
Remark 3.3. We remark that the following facts are also valid: 
(i) 2" -1  of the hyperrings are additively total (see [5]), having the form 
(R ,R* ,P* ) ,  P2 c R, because xR*y  = R, holds for all x ,y  ~ R. 
(ii) 2" - n -1  are multiplicative hyperrings in the sense of Rota [4]. Indeed, the 
hyperoperation {0}* of each hyperring of the form (R, {0}*, P*), P2 c R, becomes an 
operation which is the addition (+)  of the ring (R, +,.  ). Moreover, the fourth axiom 
of the hyperring of Rota is satisfied since, for all x, y e R, 
( -- x )P~y = - (xP~y)  = xP '~( -  y). 
Remark 3.4. If (-) = (o), where x o y = 0, for all x, y e R, then the number of Hv-rings is 
at most 2"-1, because 
(R, P*, o) ="~ (R, P* , {0}*) 
Example. In the case of ring (Zp, +,.  ), where p is a prime number, there are at most 
22p - , _ 2 p- 1 Hv-rings, 5" 2 p- 1 _ p -4  of which are hyperrings, which are not rings. 
In the special case of p =3 we have 28 Hv-rings. Observe that 13 Hv-rings are 
hyperrings which are not rings. Using the Remark of Proposition 2.3, we have the 
following isomorphisms: 
(g3, {0}*, {1}*) ~ (Z3, {0}*, {2}*), (7/3, {0}*, {0, 1}*) ~ (Z3, {0}*, {0, 2}*), 
(Z3, {0,1}*, {0}*) = (7/a,{0,2}*,{0}*), (Z3,{0, 1}*,{1}*) _--- (Z3,{0,2}*,{2}*), 
(7/3, {0, 1}*, {2}*) --- (Y3, {0, 2}*, {1}*), 
(7/3, {0, 1}*, {0, 1}*) ~ (Za, {0,2}*, {0,2}*), 
(7/3, {0, 1}*, {0, 2}*) ~ (7/s, {0, 2}*, {0, 1}*), 
(g3, {0, 1}*, {1, 2}*) -~ (773, {0, 2}*, {1, 2}*), 
(7/3,{0,1}*,Z~) = (Z3,{0,2}*,7/*), (Z3,Z~',{1}*) -~ (Z3,Z*,{2}*), 
(Y3, 7/*,{0, 1}*) ~ (7/3,Z* , {0,2}*). 
So, the number of Hv-rings is reduced to 17 and observe that 9 of them are hyperrings 
which are not rings. 
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Remark  3.5. We consider the finite field (R, +,  .) and suppose that card R = p", 
where p is a prime number, p > 2, n >/1. Consequently, if we consider the translation 
on R 
fa-'b:x w-~ a- 1 bx, for all a, b ~ R - {0} 
then we havefa-,b(a) = b. Therefore, using Proposit ion 2.3, we can derive the follow- 
ing isomorphisms between Hv-rings with P-hyperoperat ions 
(a,{0}*,{a}*> ~ (R,{0}*,{b}*),  (R,R*,{a}*)  _~ (R,R*,{b}*),  
(n,{0}*,{0,a}*~ = (R,{0}*,{0,b}*~, (R,R*,{O,a}*~ _~ (R,R*,{O,b}*). 
So, the number  of Hv-rings (R ,P* ,P~)  is at most 
22p "- 1 _ 2 p"- 1 _ 4(p" -2) .  
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